
THE CORNELL METHOD

The Cornell Note-Taking Method is a specific system of taking, organizing,

and reviewing notes or information. While it’s name may sound
intimidating to some, this note-taking method is actually as simple as it
gets and requires little to no preparation. 

Simply divide your paper into four (sometimes, only three) sections,
which should include two columns, one row at the bottom of the page,

and an optional smaller row at the top of the page. The right column
should cover 70 percent of the entire page and will serve as the main
note-taking section.

Meanwhile, the smaller column on the left will be used for writing down
questions and cues or keywords that will make reviewing notes easier
and faster. The row at the bottom is where you should write a brief
summary of all the notes on that page (around five to seven lines), while
the optional space at the top is where the name of the class, meeting, or
subject should be mentioned.

Whether you’re a student or a professional, it’s virtually

impossible to go through your class or work day without

noting down important information from your teachers,

bosses, or coworkers. Studies have shown that individuals

who actively take notes in class or at work are able to retain

more knowledge and information. 

Students often use different note-taking techniques that

suit their learning style. Some prefer a more structured

approach and use outlines with headings or bullets. Others

are more visual, opting to include illustrations and draw

learning maps. And some don’t use a particular technique,

at all, and simply jot down all the details they think are

important. But while these methods may get the job done,

there is one note-taking technique that is widely

recognized as the most efficient way to jot down notes and

key ideas and review them later on. It’s called the Cornell

Note-Taking Method, which was first developed in the

1950s by Prof. Walter Pauk of Cornell University.
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Record - Take note of as many important facts and

ideas as possible.

Recite - Cover the main note-taking section, and using

the keywords and questions you wrote on the left
section, recite all the information you noted down using
your own words.

Reduce - Write down a short summary of your main

notes on the left column and use keywords to make
reviewing them later on faster and easier. These can
include questions that can be answered in the main
column, specific names or dates, and vocabulary. This
step can help students clarify concepts, create
continuity, and improve memorization.

Reflect - This step involves forming your own opinions

and thoughts based on the notes you’ve written down.

By doing so, you can relate them to other subjects or
topics and help you retain key ideas.

Review - Make a habit of setting aside 10 minutes every

week to review your notes to improve your
understanding and memory retention.

To  ensure  that  you  are  j o t t ing  down

informat ion  ef f i c ient l y ,  note - tak ing  us ing

the  Corne l l  method  requ i res  you  to  fo l low

the  f i ve  Rs .  

HOW DO YOU TAKE NOTES USING THE CORNELL NOTE-TAKING METHOD?

THIS FORMAT OFFERS THE IDEAL WAY TO FOLLOW UP
ON THE 5 RS OF NOTE-TAKING:



AN EXAMPLE OF HOW TO DIVIDE THE PAPER 
IF YOU'RE TAKING CORNELL NOTES.
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